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Abstract
This research is an attempt to explore possible solutions to the privatization of Saudi football
clubs. It examines the business models of legendary internationally renowned football clubs
i.e. Barcelona, Arsenal, Manchester City, and Juventus in order to select the best fit business
model to implement in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The strategic vision of KSA’s 2030 is
to privatize Saudi football clubs and detach them from any government involvement and
make them financially independent like other successful international clubs. The purpose of
this research is to provide a pathway to facilitate the Saudi Government’s 2030 vision to
diversify the Saudi economy, generate income and to establish multiple revenue streams for
Saudi football clubs, so they can be fully independent and not rely on any support from the
government.
In this research, we chose four successful international clubs; and analyze their business
model. From there we chose the best fit business model that can be implemented into Saudi
football clubs to start confidently when they privatize.
Keywords: Privatization, KSA economy, Saudi Arabia Vision 2030, Football clubs
1. Introduction
It is widely assumed that football is the most popular sport, the last world cup in 2018 had the
highest number of views; according to FIFA the final match of the 2018 world cup had 1.12
billion people around the world watching it. In Saudi Arabia the Saudi Professional League
was established in 1976. Historically, Saudi football clubs were financially supported by the
government, and currently are supported by honorary members. One of the goals of Saudi
Arabia 2030 vision is to privatize Saudi football clubs. According to senior staff in the
chamber of commerce in KSA:
“With this decision, we are assured of switching sports institutions from full reliability to
professionalism, more competitive sports, and a better future of sports organizations to
create internal investment opportunities, contribute to the creation of permanent jobs, and
help to stimulate physical activity and creativity to achieve sustainable development in sports
to meet the public’s aspirations and expectations” (Note 1).
Al-Ittihad was established in 1927 and is the first football club in Saudi Arabia followed by
Al Ahli in 1937, Al-Shabab in 1947, Al-Nasser in 1955 and Al-Hilal established in 1957,
these football clubs are the most popular clubs in Saudi Arabia. According to Saudi Arabia’s
2030 vision of privatization:
“Some initiatives are scheduled to be finalized by 2020 (including sports clubs). These
initiatives include privatization of both governments owned assets sale and PPP”
There are a number of reasons that the government decided to make privatization part of the
2030 vision; first, to reduce government spending on the clubs. Second, to make clubs
financially independent like other successful clubs around the globe, such as; Barcelona,
Arsenal, Manchester City, Juventus…etc. This research is an attempt to provide a pathway to
facilitate Saudi Government’s 2030 vision to diversify the Saudi economy, generate income
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and to establish multiple revenue streams for Saudi football clubs, so they can be fully
independent and not depend on any government support. There are several football clubs
internationally that have a very successful business model. Here we will focus on four
successful football clubs; based on our analysis we selected the best fit business model for
Saudi football clubs to achieve a successful privatization. Our primary reasons for selecting
those four clubs were on their current financial position.
This paper is structured as followed: section (I) is a background to the subject and provides
the aims, implications and purpose of this research. Section (II) provides the literature review
of football clubs privatization. We examine four football clubs Barcelona, Arsenal,
Manchester City, and Juventus and go along with an overview of Saudi football clubs in
general. Section (III) describe the means of data collection and outlines the methodology in
this research. Section (IV) describes analyses of the main revenue streams (ticket sales,
television rights, player registration, and sales of product) of the most successful football
clubs. Section (V) presents the result and critically evaluates the findings of this research and
how to adopt a road map to privatized Saudi football clubs. Section (VI) contains the research
conclusion.
2. Literature Review
We selected four football clubs (Barcelona, Manchester City, Arsenal, and Juventus) and
each one of them has a different business models. Those selected clubs are financially
independent and successful, by analyzing each football club’s business model in detail it will
help to identify a business model that is more appropriate to fit the Saudi Arabian football
clubs privitizatition initiative.
2.1 FC Barcelona
F.C Barcelona was founded in 1899 by the Joan Gamber and a group of young foreigners
living in Barcelona. According to the club; “Barcelona is living their golden era as they won
every trophy possible, as no football club ever did (Note 2)”. Their business model is based
on reducing costs, they have an academy called FCBEscola that targets young talents
between the ages of 6 and 18 years old, the purpose is to train them in a healthy environment,
in order to prepare these talents to be the future players of the team, this can enhance their
revenue as they will not be buying many expensive established football stars from other
clubs. Barcelona’s business model is effective for them. However, it will be difficult to
implement in Saudi football clubs because of the lack of youth academies in the Saudi clubs.
Also, the strategy for nurturing youth talents takes a long time to be adapted.
2.2 Arsenal
Arsenal was founded in 1886 by group of workers from Woolwich Arsenal Armament
Factory. The business model that Arsenal uses is to nurture young talents (e.g. Van Persie,
Samir Nasri, and Bacary Sagna) in one of the best academies. The idea is to sell players at the
highest price to other clubs around the world, thereby increasing their revenue with the
lowest possible cost of production; making financial performance their first priority.
Arsenal’s business model might work perfectly for them but it is also difficult to implement
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for Saudi football clubs because the idea of selling the best talents is not a favorable choice
for Saudi football clubs since their priority is to be at the top on the pitch while balancing it
with their financial performance.
2.3 Manchester City
The club was formed in 1880, under the name of St. Mark's. After calling themselves Gorton FC and Ardwick AFC for shorter periods, they changed their name to Manchester
City in 1894. The club was close to financial disaster, struggling to pay wages and reduce
debts, until Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed al-Nahyan bought the club in 2008 for £210 (Note 3)
with a long-term strategy through a huge investment (£1.3 billion) supported by the
government of Abu Dhabi as a diversification strategy to their economy by investing in
well-known football clubs and players success. This business model is successful to the
Manchester city club but it is not realistic to implement with Saudi clubs because this is an
exceptional investment in the football industry.

Figure 1. Manchester city revenue analysis
2.4 Juventus
The club was founded by a group of friends in 1897 and first started in the national
championship in 1900. Juventus has been getting great results since the beginning and earned
a lot of trophies during the 90s. On the contrary in 2006, one of the biggest scandal of
Italian’s football history occurred called “calciopoli” and Juventus was at the center of it. The
Italian Football Federation found Juventus guilty of fixing matches after they won the Serie A
championship of 2006, and was relegated to the Serie B, which is the league below the
professional one. Juventus lost most of its valued players due to that punishment. In 2007,
Juventus won the Serie B championship and were promoted to Serie A, but they struggled for
two years to reestablish themselves after the calciopoli’s scandal. In 2010, Juventus started to
rise again under a new management team. Based on our findings we will consider Juventus’
business model as the best fit to implement in order to privatize Saudi’s football clubs.
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2.5 Overview of Saudi Football Clubs
Football in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is one of a great source of happiness for the majority of
the Saudi population. KSA has implemented 2030 vision and included many initiatives such
as, privatization of the Saudi football clubs. However, Saudi football clubs are facing
financial obstacles that hinder the privatization process. In order to achieve the privatization
goal, the Saudi football clubs must pay off all of their debts first and become financially
independent, their total debts in 2018 was SAR 961.6m ($256.4m).
Table 1. Top five professional clubs net liability in Saudi Football League (in SAR)

3. Research Methodology
In this research, we gathered primary and secondary data. The primary data was gathered
from interviewing people working in the Saudi football industry using a prepared themed
questionnaire. Undertaking an interview was finest choice for the project to gather data, as
the necessary data was not available to the public and can only be gathered through
interviewing experts in that field. We developed four themes in our questionnaire the themes
were convenient for the interviewees because it was structured based the four sources of
revenue from the business model that we adopt.
Secondary data was gathered from several sources including the official source of the football
clubs. The official 2030 vision document was collected to view the initiative of the
privatization of the Saudi football clubs in the nearest future. Table 1 illustrate the net
liability for the top five Saudi football clubs the data were taken from an article inside Sabq’s
website and it was translated from Arabic to English for the purpose of this research.
Furthermore, we gathered the Juventus’ income statement from 2005 to 2018 which provide a
picture of their sources of revenue with its financial performances.
4. Data Analysis and Discussion
4.1 Ticket Sales
One of the main sources of revenue for clubs is the sales of tickets, according to Juventus’s
financial statement from 2005 to 2018 (please see appendix 1) the tickets sales are a large
source of income in 2005/2006 was €17.51m and in 2006/2007 ticket sales were down by
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55.77% due to calciopoli’s scandal in 2006. On average the next four years saw a straight
increase in sales. In 2010/2011 the sales were €11.55m, the biggest jump of revenue of sales
was in 2011/2012 an increase of 175.48% to the value of €31.82m, this increase was because
Juventus built their own stadium in that year. This gives us an indication of the value of
owning a new stadium. In 2012/2013 the ticket sales were €38.05m and the following years
there were a slight increase. Therefore, we can conclude that the stadium played a huge role
as a source of revenue. The stadium’s building cost Juventus €155m. When each of the top
five Saudi football clubs have their own stadiums, they will have the ability to have a main
source of revenue. According to the General Sport Authority the top four clubs (Alhilal,
Alnasser, Alittihad and Alahli) have to build their own stadium in the near future, and the
fifth team (Alshabab) will rent King Saud University’s Stadium. The time that it will take to
build a stadium will depend on its size, capacity and the requirements of the General Sport
Authority however, the top 4 football clubs which have the largest fan base will have to start
building their own stadiums from 2020. The General Sport Authority will fund the cost of
building the stadiums and in return it will receive all the amount of revenue until they recover
the cost of the stadium, even if the club is privatized.
Table 2. Juventus’ revenue (€ millions)

4.2 Television Rights Revenue
Television right is one of the biggest revenue streams for the most successful clubs in Europe.
According to table 2 above television and radio rights represents the largest revenue stream
for Juventus club. In the Italian league, television rights are distributed to the football clubs
based on three parts: first, the historical ranking of the club; second, the ranking of the club
over the past five years and thirdly; the ranking of the club in the present year. But the Italian
minister of sports (Kooreasury) has changed the distribution of television rights in
2018/2019. The new distribution from television rights to the clubs is as follows: 50% of the
revenue will be distributed equally to all Italian football clubs in Serie A, 30% of the revenue
will be distributed based on the football club’s results, and 20% of the revenue will be
distributed based on the popularity of the football clubs. As is shown in Juventus’s financial
statement (please see Appendix) in 2005/2006 their revenue from television rights was
€127.5m however, dropped tremendously in the following season to €93m due to calciopoli’s
scandal. It surges in the following season to €124.2m due to their promotion to Serie A. In
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2017/2018 their income from television rights reached €200m. The rise in revenue from
television rights has increased greatly in the past five years because of the domestic
competition and the European competition where Juventus was performing strongly in the
Champions League. The Saudi Arabian Sport Federation will distribute the revenue as
follows, 50% equally to all Saudi football clubs and the other 50% depends on the football
clubs ranking in the current league.
4.3 Sales of Products
According to Juventus’s financial statement from 2005 to 2018 the sales of products and
licenses was not mentioned from 2005/2006 to 2013. According to Nikhil Srivastava:
“There’s a catch: that price of €40 is the retail price of the kit. Most of the revenue from it
goes to the manufacturer (which is why they agree to the huge sponsorship deals in the first
place, as sponsorship of a football club essentially creates the right to sell their kits). The
revenue is also shared between various shipping companies, and often the player himself
(which is why image rights exist)”
However, in 2014/2015 the sales of products and licenses was €13.5m and in 2015/2016 it
was €19.2m, an increase of 42.10%. Moreover, in 2017/2018 the sales of products and
licenses were €27.8m. The sale of products includes T-shirt, jackets, boots, pants etc. The
licenses include giving the right to other external companies to produce products for example
giving Adidas the right to produce the official match kit.
When Saudi clubs implement this model, it will be one of the main sources of revenue.
However, when it comes to Saudi Arabia there must be regulations to prevent the sale of not
genuine products. According to the General Sport Authority and Ministry of Commerce and
Investment the General Sport Authority gives dealers the right to bring jerseys and products
that is relevant to football clubs outside Saudi Arabia. However, when it comes to Saudi
football clubs they have the responsibility to give dealers the right to sell their products.
Moreover, when the clubs do not register their own logo as a trademark they lose the right to
prevent reproducing their products. The football clubs have the right to build their stores and
it is part of their investment. When clubs do not have multiple outlets for their merchandise
and products they are considered not investing or developing effectively.
4.4 Revenues from Players' Registration Rights
Another large source of revenue for football club is the revenue from players’ registration
right, which is the right proceeds to receive from the sale of a federative right (registration
right) for example; the right to receive transfer fees when transferring a player from one club
to another. At first the revenue was only €5.7m in 2005/2006. Over the next nine years the
revenue has been steadily increasing, from approximately €11m to €46m. The real significant
change was in 2016/2017; when they gained a massive €151m.
In the Saudi League, there is no focus on how to generate money from the player’s
registration rights. The main goal in KSA for young football players is to prepare them to be
part of the first team from the academies, rather than spending millions on another player
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established at another club.
5. Findings
Based on our analysis Juventus’s business model can be implemented in order to privatize the
Saudi football clubs. Juventus’s business model focuses on four main sources of revenue
which are; sales of tickets, television rights, product sales and player registration rights. Most
of these sources are already established in Saudi football clubs however, they are not used
appropriately. We found that when Juventus built their own stadium, the number of ticket
sales increased by 175% which is a big jump from their previous city’s stadium. Therefore,
we believe that when the General Sport Authority build stadiums for popular football clubs in
Saudi Arabia, the stadiums would generate a source of revenue which will help them become
financially fully independent. Therefore, the Saudi football clubs would not need
governmental financial support in the long run as shown in table 1, which provides the debts
of the most popular football clubs in KSA.
We found that the television rights are a major revenue stream for Juventus which will open
the door for the Saudi football clubs to capture their potential income from television rights
distribution. We found that the sales of products for Juventus are another important revenue
streams. However, Saudi football clubs are not focusing on this piece due to the lack of stores
around the KSA. In addition, the accessories of the football clubs are not being effectively
used by the clubs to sell to the fans. Most importantly, when Saudi football clubs do not
register their own logo, they do not have the right to sue any store that reproduces their
products, which will affect their sales of products negatively.
Finally, another main source of revenue is player registration rights. Juventus focuses on
buying free agent players, in which they would not pay any fees to the original club; they
implement this strategy until they become financially able to buy football stars. On the other
hand, Saudi football clubs have no clear strategy for buying and selling young talent and
established players. This could impact their financial ability to buy a star player that will
bring additional fans to the club and create more exposure on the international football map.
6. Conclusion
The purpose of this research is to provide a pathway to facilitate the Saudi Government’s
2030 vision to diversify the Saudi economy, generate income and to establish multiple
revenue streams for Saudi football clubs, so they can be fully independent and not rely on any
support from the government. We analyzed four football clubs’ business models (Barcelona,
Arsenal, Manchester City, and Juventus) and we selected the Juventus business model as the
best fit to be implemented in KSA to privatize the Saudi football clubs as Juventus’ business
model has diversified streams of revenue that will help Saudi football clubs be financially
independent if it is implemented properly. This research was done to help the Saudi
Government to reduce their cost on parenting Saudi clubs financially and achieve the
initiatives of the 2030 vision. One major constraint in conducting this research is a lack of
information/data as most of the information is governmental and this research could be a
starting point for further research.
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Appendix: Juventus Income Statement
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